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The problem

� A process requests a “session”.

� Processes requesting the same session 
can be in CS simultaneously.

� Processes requesting different sessions 
can not.

� Usual ME algorithm can’t be directly 
applied to solve the problem.

E.g. a CD jukebox



GME model

A group mutual exclusion process:
repeat

NCS

Try section

CS

Exit section

forever

�The problem is to design Try and Exit  
sections, s.t. certain properties can be 
satisfied.



GME properties

� (P1) Mutual exclusion: If two processes are in the 
CS at the same time, then they request the same 
session.

� (P2) Lockout freedom: If a process enters the Try 
section, then it eventually enters the CS. 

� (P3) Bounded exit: If a process enters the Exit 
Section, then it enters the NSC within a bounded 
number of its own steps.

� (P4) Concurrent entering: If a process i requests a 
session and no process requests a different 
session, then i enters the CS within a bounded 
number of its own steps.



Two GME algorithms
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� Srdjan Petrovic. Space-efficient FCFS group 
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Algorithm 1: local-spin GME

� Satisfy P1-P3, and a weak P4 (concurrent 
occupancy)

� It uses:
�An exclusive lock M (implemented by any ME)

�A process waiting queue Q

� Each process gets a spin location in an 
boolean array of N processes wait, in 
which the process can wait to enter CS.



0: t=

23: go to 0

Try section Exit section



An example for algorithm 1

s2s1s2s2s1s1Session

nmlkjiProcess

Result: i, j → k, l, n → m



Algorithm 2: space-efficient FCFS GME

� Satisfy P1-P4, and FCFS (first come first 
served)

(P5) FCFS: If a process i completes the doorway 

before process j enters the doorway and the two 

processes request different sessions, then j

doesn’t enter the CS before i. 

� Space efficient: Θ(N) without deadlock



Algorithm 2: space-efficient FCFS GME

� Transformed from Lycklama-Hadzilacos ME 

algorithm [doi:10.1145/115372.115370]

� Not use lock

� Shared variables are all arrays of N processes. 

Each cell owned by a process, has a single 

writer (its owner) and multiple readers.

� Modular composition of two parts: FCFS+ME



FCFS

FCFS

ME

ME

Try section

Exit section

Space efficient FCFS algorithm – code for process i



FCFS in Try section

Result: i, j → k, l → m → n

s2s1s2s2s1s1Session

nmlkjiProcess

s2s1s2s2s1s1Session

nmlkjiProcess



ME in Try section

Result: i, k → j

s1s2s1Session

kjiProcess

s1s2s1Session

kjiProcess



Characteristics comparison 
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